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Multi award-winning
Kaurna Cronin has
announced his emotive
new single and video
‘Gotta Get Outta This Place.’
PHOTOGRAPHY: TRACEY EDGELL
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Kaurna is no stranger to the road, having performed over 400
shows across the U.K, Germany, France, Belgium, Italy,
Netherlands, Austria, Czech Republic, America, Denmark,
Russia, India and Sweden. Kaurna returned to Australia in
June to perform a run of exclusive shows to celebrate ‘Gotta
Get Outta This Place’, kicking off at The Toff in Town in
Melbourne where the Hashtag Oz Team caught up with
Kaurna.

Thank you for being a part of Hashtag Oz.
Performing and music has always been a part of your life. Your father, a
performer, and your mother, a textile artist, were heavily involved in the
Port Fairy Folk Festival so you had opportunities to attend it yearly and
really get involved in the whole vibe of listening to Australian folk
singers/songwriters. How did these early years forge your perspective
about the music scene in Australia, especially since you’ve had the
opportunity to travel and tour extensively in Europe?

y

Growing up traversing Australia has connected me greatly with this
country. The scents, colour pallets, sounds and stories have had a huge
influence on my writing and passion for storytelling and song. Australia
has an abundance of incredible folk festivals filled with strong community,
a brilliant focus on artists with substance, and a great talent for connecting
with people through the art of song. Growing up with my family on the
road, watching these artists, hearing their stories, and soaking up a wide
array of song writing definitely has had an impact on the songs I write and
the music I create. I miss a lot of the aspects about touring in Australia
when I’m touring overseas but touring throughout Europe is such a
different beast to touring in Australia. They must be approached in such
different ways due to population, distances and audiences.
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We here at Hashtag Oz, enjoy researching the unfamiliar. Your name, Kaurna (pronounced Garner), refers to the Kaurna people. For the benefit of our readers, the Kaurna people are a group
of Indigenous Australians whose traditional lands include the Adelaide Plains of South Australia
and whose culture and language were nearly destroyed by European settlers by 1836. Due to
extensive documentation by early missionaries and other committed researchers, the Kaurna
culture is gaining a revival of their language and culture. Is your name a reflection of this
conscious revival? If yes, how does it play out in your life? If not, what significance has your
name played in your life?
I feel very honoured to have a name such as mine. Since my parents were granted use of the
name it has been a privilege to carry it around with me. Overseas people are often very
curious with the origins of the name as it is uncommon and, in Adelaide particularly, I am
surprised by the number of people who ask where my name comes from. I find that
saddening and I think that says a lot about how much further we still have to go in
recognising and accepting indigenous Australians’ culture in Australia.
You’ve appeared on TedX, The Story of Growth, at Munster to talk about the art of busking
and how to use busking as a promotional tool. You’ve been quoted as saying “there is
no “shooting to success””. Describe your personal growth and the values
that supported your journey as a musician and musical
storyteller and how this prepared you for the bigger picture.
I have always found any artistic endeavour to be a
continuous development of ideas, and a journey of
creation with a never-ending desire to expand
one’s knowledge, techniques, and
understanding. I think any artist I truly
respect has based their career on longevity,
artistic integrity and the passion to
experiment with new ideas and artistic
vision. So developing my work and
finding new audiences over time feels
natural. I feel as though I am constantly
evolving, and I believe I'll

always want to create music, so there is no major hurry, life is long.
I think the idea of success is subjective. To be honest, I'm really
enjoying making albums and promoting them through extensive
touring at the moment, it feels natural and positive. I could feel like
this forever, or there might be periods where my values shift or
develop further towards something I might not even know exists
right now. I'm happy to be going along for the ride.

P HOTOGRAPHY: TRACEY EDGELL
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Congratulations on your new single, ‘Gotta Get Outta
This Place’, about consciously stepping out of routines to
trigger passion and inspiration. It’s a fantastic message
about not settling, not getting too comfortable with
comforting routines, not drying up in our soul. What are
some of the things you do to kick-start your passions and
inspirations and thus stay curious about your journey?

Currently I've been working on developing new song
writing and production techniques through collaborating
with, or being inspired by, other art forms such as visual
arts, sculpture, dance and poetry.

Hashtag Oz is passionate about mental health awareness.
For upcoming singers/songwriters what would be three
pieces of advice you would give them regarding
following their dreams?

Don't compromise your own values or your enjoyment of the
process for the outcome.
Go for walks regularly.
Make sure you value and maintain the relationships with those
in your community.

FOLLOW

Meeting people from all over the world and putting
myself in new places and cultures has been a great source
of inspiration and understanding. 'Gotta Get Outta This
Place' is more about the internal battles and the conflict
between desiring a sense of belonging and the idea of
'home' and how that reacts to our sense of adventure,
curiosity, the desire for freedom, and the need to develop
beyond ones comfort zone.
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Aurelia & Deutsch Duke

Aurelia and Deutsch Duke meet on the battlefield for
a collaboration that sounds like the slow-mo cinematic
soundtrack to a post-apocalyptic Pulp Fiction.

9

Aurelia and Deutsch Duke, two exciting Australian acts
making waves overseas and meeting on the battlefield for a
collaboration that sounds like the slow-mo cinematic
soundtrack to a post-apocalyptic Pulp Fiction… In a world
seemingly obsessed with building walls, Battleground II
seeks to break them down. A futuristically nostalgic record
filled with intuitive emotional grit, a remedial call to unity.
Aurelia recalls the inspiration behind Battleground II,
“There was a lot of crazy things going on in the world at the
time, there still are I guess, and we just felt really compelled
to write about how it’s so common to be living in fight mode
and how desperately we need to choose peace and kindness”.
Hashtag Oz caught up with Aurelia and Deutsch to
ask them about their views on the 5 Greatest Duets
Of All Time.

Follow Aurelia

l f D y
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Follow Deutsche Duke
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‘Don’t Let The Sun Go Down On Me ‘- Elton John and George Michael
(This song is crazy to me, and the video of the live performance is so next level. I remember being
teeny tiny and being so blown away watching the VHS of it with my Mum, and watching it now I
still feel the exact same way. They are the kind of entertainers that live in their own stratosphere,
the way they tell the story and connect with each other is incredible….)

‘Under Pressure’ - Queen & David Bowie
(There is so much chemistry between the artists in the record, which I guess isn’t really
surprising considering David Bowie and Freddy Mercury individually are the embodiment
of chemistry. I feel like they are talking about something that we all can relate to, being
under pressure, and this song is the antidote to that. What a gift for these two gods of
music to leave behind for us.)

‘Where The Wild Roses Grow’ - Nick Cave & Kylie Minogue
(The idea that something so deep, dark, and sombre was so engaging and that it
made its way to such commercial success was so inspiring to me. And at the time
that this song came out I just remember thinking nothing on earth sounds like this,
and I was so drawn to the uniqueness of it. It was like hearing poetry on the radio.)

‘Immortality’ - Celine Dion & The Bee Gees
I don’t know what else to say about this apart from I love this song. The
songwriting is as good as it gets. It’s like there’s a spirit trapped inside this
song that you just can’t not be touched by. Celine’s voice, kills me. The Bee
Gees, kill me. The lyrics and melody, kill me. My Dad singing the wrong lyrics
and wrong melody at the top of his lungs in the car, please kill me! But on a
serious note, this song is like medicine, and I resonate with that in a really deep
way, because ultimately I believe in music’s power to heal.

‘Unforgettable’ - Nat King Cole & Natalie Cole
When I was 4 years old (pre stage fright), this was on the album that I would ‘perform’ to myself in the
mirror.. The encore was ‘Route 66’ I was amazing!!! My siblings hated/hate me. Lol. But seriously, the
musicality, sentimentality, and measure of this song is just insanely beautiful, and it feels like it came
from a time in music when nobody rushed anything. I think the old school romance trapped in this song
is the last thing standing between me and eternal bitterness.haha
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eet Lambrini Niaros, a resin
artist and a RAW artist who
explains the source of her

inspiration with reflection and
thoughtfulness. “I grew up in Melbourne’s
south eastern suburbs, and I have been

The more I believed in
myself the more that other
people did too, and the
overwhelming amount of
support I receive keeps
my motor running.

able to draw my artistic inspiration from
Melbourne’s stunning yet simple coast
lines. Every resin piece I create is one of a
kind using only high-quality materials.
Resin art has allowed me to explore
dynamic colours, organic movement and
fluidity. My artworks are super glossy,
layered, textured, and abstract. Each piece
is starkly different to the next and I hope
to encapsulate the magical feeling you get
when you stare into the sparkly, glittery,

Hashtag Oz had the opportunity to
catch up with Lambrini and ask
her a couple of questions.

clear ocean.”
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Thank you for being a part of Hashtag Oz.
How did you get into art? Do you remember that moment
when you decided you were going to pursue art as a career?
I have always had a passion for creativity and
studying Studio Arts in year 12 was my gateway to
where I am now. I was exposed to a multitude of
different materials and techniques during school
and I used resin as my main medium for my final
pieces. It took me a long time to get back into art
after school but once I did, I never looked back. It
was really exciting at first, just experimenting with
materials, colours, techniques and mediums but as
soon as friends and family started requesting
commission works, that was the moment I decided,
“Hey, I can actually do something with this!” and the
rest is history!

How do you want others to experience your art?
What is the message you want others to get from
your art?
When you create abstract art, you have to be okay
with receiving a huge variety of interpretations, and
I enjoy that. I love hearing how an art piece has
made someone feel, or if it has helped someone
rediscover a memory.
I’d like my audience to treat my artworks as a
porthole to another reality. I want my audience to
get lost in my artworks, following the organic lines
and shapes, disappearing into the layers and
details, imagining themselves near the beach, or
remembering a feeling they get when they stick
their feet into the ocean.

What has been the driving force that has motivated you
to become an artist? What thoughts and/or emotions
inspire you to continue your path as an artist?
The more I believed in myself the more that other
people did too, and the overwhelming amount of
support I receive keeps my motor running. I see my
artmaking as a form of meditation. Being creative is
a form of mindfulness practice that you can’t really
get with anything else. I am inspired – and
motivated – everyday by other emerging artists to
keep on pursuing my own path as an artist.
Studying contemporary art at university has also
inspired me to grow and explore the arts. Learning
about other successful artists, reading arts-relevant
texts, and stepping out of my comfort zone for
assignments has given me a positive perspective on
the arts, and another reason to pursue it!

y f l D
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mpowered songwriter and
producer Fluir released new
single, ‘Higher Ground’, a
hook-laden, uplifting track
that encourages listeners to break
away from the dull routines that can
sometimes take over our lives.
‘Higher Ground’ is one of those songs
that manages to combine a number
of different genres – dance, pop,
electronic – in a sophisticated, not to
mention inherently catchy, way.

15
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ashtag Oz caught up with Fluir and asked
her some questions.

Thank you for being a part of Hashtag Oz.
There is little known about your musical journey. Can
you tell us about your music journey from your high
school years to now? Do you have a musical
background? For instance, are your parents musical?
How did you get into music?
Ever since I can remember, I’ve always been fascinated
by music. My most vivid childhood memories all stem
from music related scenarios. Growing up, my parents
made me learn classical piano, which I hated but at the
same time I’m grateful for in retrospect. I ended up
finishing AMEB 8th Grade in piano, however my heart
has always been in contemporary music. When I was 13,
I became obsessed with the
guitar and pop/punk/rock
music. I begged my parents to
buy me a guitar and they
eventually caved. That’s when
I first started songwriting.
The moment that really lit my
flame for me in terms of
wanting to become an artist
was when my sister won two
tickets to see Missy Higgins
perform Live At The Wireless
Triple J. I was only around 15
at the time and my sister let
me go with her. It was my first
ever-proper gig. It absolutely
blew me away. To see a homegrown artist making a career
out of music and not some far-removed band from
overseas, that’s when it really hit home. From that day
on I knew I wanted to be an artist.
Your music crosses dance, electronic and pop genres.
There are more and more artists producing music across
a variety of genres. How do you explain this
development? How does working across genres
influence the way you experience your world and the
way you interpret it? Do you see a big difference
between the way you experience music and artists who
stick to one genre?

I think now with the ability produce and distribute
music at such a low cost coupled with advances in
technology, we’ve seen an influx of people creating
music from less of a traditional background. I think
most artists listen and write across various genres,
particularly if they’re collaborating with other artists.

Also, music taste changes over time. I didn’t get into
dance/electronic music until I was 18 entering the
clubbing scene. Contemporary music is all about
breaking the rules and trying the set yourself apart
from the rest!
Congratulations on the release of your single, ‘Higher
Ground’. Great message behind the song. The song is
about breaking away from dull routines that take us
away from our lives. Do you think that is part of the
“adulting” process? How do we go about reclaiming
our lives? What were the clues
that you had been dulled into
routines that were taking you
away from your life? How did
you reclaim it?
Thank you! From an early age
it was instilled in me that
pursuing a career in music
was never considered a “real
job”. After I finished school I
ended up going to University
to pursue further study
because that’s what I thought
you were “meant to do”. I
ended up studying a bachelor
of Commerce and Science and
entered full-time work in the
field of science.
Before I knew it, I was part of the rat race working a
9-5 job, and I was miserable. I am so grateful I had
the opportunity to have a great education resulting in
a well-paying and secure job,but my heart has always
been in music.
Throughout university and full-time work, I always
found the time to pursue music on the side however.
It was only when I had some success with my song
‘Only One’ being added to high rotation on Triple J
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that I decided to cut down my working hours and pursue
music part-time. It is important to find out what you love
and then spend the rest of your life chasing it.
The music industry is a tough industry to break into. What
challenges did you overcome to get where you are now and
how did you overcoming these challenges support your
journey?
Trying to ‘break’ the music industry is hard work! In the
past, I’ve often been hard on myself for not having already
achieved my next goal, or by comparing myself to how
successful other artists are. Looking back, I’ve achieved so
many of my personal goals that I set when I started out.
However, I was always too busy looking forward to my next
goal rather than fully appreciating those successes as I met
them. I now make a conscious effort to be present in the
moment and celebrate each achievement, no matter how
big or small they might be.
Hashtag Oz is passionate about mental health awareness.
For upcoming singers/songwriters what three pieces of
advice would you give them in following their dreams?
1. There’s no ‘guru’ who’s going to swoop down out of the
clouds and make you a star. The music industry has
changed significantly in the past couple of years thanks to
the Internet. Artists are now expected to build their own
fan bases directly (i.e. through shows, socials, etc). Only
once an artist has proven how well they interact with their
audience will the industry jump on board.

Watch
Higher
Ground

y

2. Be competitive but don’t compare yourself to other
artists.
3. Listen to as much music as you can and know your
market.
Thanks so much Fluir for your time. Love your music.

17
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stablishing themselves as a new rock band to watch is a
task many groups in Melbourne have tackled, though in
the case of The Nicoteenagers, with a ‘new Single, ‘Big
Thing’, the buzz surrounding them has been matched by fiery live
gigs and an onstage charm that has seen audiences respond in kind.

E

Hashtag Oz caught up with Nicoteenagers and asked
them a bunch of questions.
There is very little information available about you as a band.
Tell us how you got together and some of the highlights of
working so closely with each other musically? What have been
some of the highlights?
I had been writing and playing around with some musical ideas
for a couple of years before Luke and Pat joined the family. I
began writing much more seriously and decided it was time to
flesh out the sound and orchestration that The Nicoteenagers
would pursue. That’s when our good friend Isaac Waterhouse
joined us for a while, allowing us to play shows as a four-piece
and stick closer to the recorded instrumentation. Isaac left the
band to pursue other things and our man Ryan Cara stepped in
to complete The Nicoteenagers that we know and love today.
Working so closely together over the past few years has really
helped us to synergize as a team, evoking the best possible ideas
out of each other as often as possible. Making an album is a real
test of friendship but if you make it out the other side there is no
better feeling.

18

What were some of the challenges you’ve overcome
as a band? And what were some of the things you
learned?
One of the biggest challenges we’ve faced on our
journey so far has been finding information and
advice on how to go about pushing our little piece of
the pie out there into the world so that people can
see and hear you.

‘Mercedes’ is a big one for us, I think it really
showcases each member’s style while
demonstrating the interplay between the various
members of the band. It’s much more
representative of our live dynamic.
What does A Tale for Two represent for you?
A Tale for Two is our origin story. It represents the
road we have taken to get here.

We’re still learning but we know that we need to be
out there meeting and talking to as many people as
we can about what we are trying to achieve. You
never know where that next nugget of wisdom you
need will come from.
How has being in a band changed you as
individuals?
As individuals we have all become very attuned to
each other’s energy. We always know when
something’s up and we take on each other’s
mindsets while working together.
Tell us the story behind your stage name, The
Nicoteenagers?
A very close friend and ex-collaborator of ours came
up with it. Even when we stopped collaborating, we
thought it fitting to keep the name as it had grown
to mean a lot to us.
The Nicoteenagers represent a family, a place
everyone can go when they need a friend. Everyone
who listens to us or comes to one of our shows
becomes a part of that family.

Hashtag Oz is passionate about mental
health awareness. For any up-and-coming
bands who are reading this, what three
pieces of advice would you give them
regarding following their dreams?
• A big one for me is to verbalise and
write down your goals, what you are
trying to achieve. Get it out of your head
and onto something tangible. Sometimes
you need to unscramble the mess of
thoughts flying around in that big old
head of yours.
• Make sure you don’t forget how hard your
fellow members are working. You all want
the same thing. Keep the love flowing.
• In the wise words of Kendrick Lamar, “Be
humble.”

Congratulations on the release your debut album, A
Tale for Two. You play around with a lot of different
sounds on this album creating an amazing and
unique sound which reveals you have come very far
musically. How does it feel having released a debut
album? What particular song are you exceptionally
proud of, and why?
It’s an otherworldly feeling having released the
album now but, most of all, it’s really driving us to
get cracking on our next album. We still feel like The
Nicoteenagers have much more to say.

y
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Australian Indie Singer/Songwriter

ydney songwriter Jackson Carroll
opens up and bares all with debut
single ‘Holy Hell’ - a perfect piece of
indie music that introduces the listener
to a young songwriter exploring an
unapologetically emotional musical terrain.
Melodically rich and compelling, ‘Holy Hell’ is
uncompromising in its crafting and delivery.

S

The first taste of his forthcoming EP, ‘Holy Hell’ is
a snapshot of an artist properly coming into his
own.
As a vocalist, Carroll shines with depth and
maturity; a romanticism akin to the tones of Jeff
Buckley and Matt Corby steeps his music in a
place of intensity.
Recorded at Sydney’s Noisegate Studios under
production from Luke Carra (Caravana Sun) and

Ian Pritchett (Angus and Julia Stone), ‘Holy
Hell’ came to fruition in the ideal environment
for an artist’s debut single, a professional
dynamic that has extended the recording of
Carroll’s debut EP.. “It never really feels
finished until you’re hearing [it] in a studio or
with a band, with all the instruments in. I have
an idea of what I want it to sound like, or some
references I can point at and show to people and
say, ‘I want it to sound like this’. It’s tricky to
temper expectations when you’re comparing
your stuff to stuff that already exists, but we did
a good job of it!”
Check out Jackson Carroll’s Top Five Male
Vocalists of all Time and new single, ‘Holy Hell’’
on this page and the next page.

y
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1.

David Bowie

2.

Jeff Buckley

3.

David Byrne

4.

Thom Yorke

5.

Roger Waters

Zero competition in my mind. The man is simply unbeatable. I think you’d be hardpressed to find someone as prolific, yet consistently creative, as David Bowie. There’s so
much light, so much vibrancy in his repertoire, his image is so iconic. Even up until the
end, and even on Blackstar, there’s so much passion and confidence. He might be gone,
but what he left behind is immortal, and I won’t stop listening to him anytime soon.

‘Lilac Wine’ was the first song I ever recognised as being beautiful. Truly, transcendentally
beautiful. I may have even cried, I don’t remember. And it doesn’t even end there. ‘Grace’,
‘Corpus Christi Carol’, ‘Hallelujah’. Even ‘Alligator Wine’. They might be very different, but
there’s no denying that there’s a beauty that persists throughout all of them, and I don’t
think that would be the case if it weren’t for the versatility, passion and strength of Jeff’s
voice.

Anyone who’s unfortunate enough to know me personally will know that I’ve spent hours,
maybe even days, of my life talking about David Byrne. My fascination with him and his
music is neverending. I never thought I’d encounter someone who could make yelping
and stuttering seem not only pleasant, but natural. Stranger yet, I never thought I’d be
inspired to do it myself. David is, in short, an artist, in the truest sense of the word.

I was very, very late to this party. I was almost 20 when I started listening to Radiohead
properly. And after hearing Thom’s voice – the strength, beauty and consistency of it – I
was beside myself. One of the things I admire about Thom and the other Radiohead band
members is their ability to create fantastic album openers. I believe I was put on this
planet to talk about how electrifying ‘15 Step’ is.

It’s difficult to talk about Pink Floyd without acknowledging how dynamic their band
structure was. Beyond just having to evolve with changing times, Pink Floyd has had to
deal with changing their front man more than once. Following Syd Barrett’s departure, we
had bassist and vocalist Roger Waters and, eventually, we were graced with The Dark Side
of the Moon, Wish You Were Here, Animals and The Wall. All in all, you could have a much
worse catalogue to look back on.
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Know Your Values Series
WRITER - Cheryl Little

rue long-lasting friendships are impossible to have without
knowing how to both give and receive forgiveness.
Forgiveness is something we all want, but sometimes we have
trouble extending forgiveness to others.

T

Who should we forgive? Who shouldn’t we forgive? What does it mean to
forgive? What does a sincere apology sound like? What if you don’t think the
other party is really sorry?

Photo © Felix Koutchinski | Unsplash
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irst, ask yourself how well you accept your
own mistakes. Do you sincerely apologise
and then let it go? Or are you one of those
people who can’t cope and break up their own
friendships by avoiding everyone involved? Do you
try to justify what you did? Some of us don’t even
realise we do these things, so think carefully about
your relationship with forgiveness.

F

Learn to forgive yourself, as well as letting others
forgive you.
What if you are the one who feels hurt? Don’t
demand apologies, they usually won’t be sincere
anyway. Ask yourself if it’s worth being upset over.
Don’t be afraid to take a little time to cool off. Did
they really mean to hurt your feelings, or was
everyone involved stressed out? Might you have
done the same thing if you were in
their situation? Are you being too
harsh?
So how should you settle things?
First, go in with the intention of
restoring your relationship. They
may not even know they hurt your
feelings. Give them time to think things through.
You may even find that your impression of what
happened is not the whole story. But don’t wait until
someone comes to you to tell you they’re upset.
“They never said anything,” is just an excuse. You
usually know when things aren’t right between you
and someone else, and sometimes you need to put in
the effort to find out why. It’s not always easy but
being kind is never the wrong move.
So, what is, and is not, an apology? An apology is
admitting you are at fault and trying to repair the
damage, even when it’s hard or embarrassing
without justifying yourself or blaming the victim. It
may mean making significant changes in your life.
“I’m sorry your feelings were hurt,” is not a real
apology. That’s not taking ownership, it’s blaming
the person you hurt and it’s a cop-out. ‘I’m sorry for
(thing you did) or that I hurt your feelings when I
(did the thing),’ is an apology.
Some people don’t ever admit they’re wrong and
never say they’re sorry. Does that seem reasonable
to you? We all have bad days, we all snap at people,
and we all do things we’re not proud of at times.
Admitting our faults and taking responsibility for

them is a sign of maturity, not weakness.
Accepting an apology means it’s over. Done.
Resolved. Don’t bring it up again. Grudges and
negative fault-finding attitudes will ruin your health,
your relationships and your ability to succeed in life.
Here’s the disclaimer, though: Forgiveness does not
mean that you don’t hold a person accountable for
the damage they’ve done. If they have committed a
crime don’t feel guilty for pressing charges. They are
accountable for the consequences they created, and
you may even protect someone else from suffering as
you have. Sometimes this part is really hard,
especially for people who are softhearted. Toxic
people are manipulative. Don’t mistake their sorrow
over facing the penalty for their wrong actions with
actual remorse.
You don’t have to forgive everyone. If
someone is not sorry and would hurt
you again in a heartbeat, you don’t have
to feel guilty for not forgiving them and
letting them back in your life. Bad
things happen, and sometimes people
aren’t sorry … but don’t let them revictimise you by giving them more attention than
they deserve, even in the privacy of your thoughts.
Sometimes you just have to recognise that some
people are broken, and they’re best kept at a
distance. These kinds of toxic people will hurt you
over and over, contributing to anxiety and
depression that can be deeply devastating.
That’s when the type of forgiveness that is simply a
letting go of the wrong and the pain so you can get
past it comes into play.
Sometimes you have to let go of your grief for your
own emotional health and so you can get on with
your life. You’re not alone, many of us have been
there. It will be healthier for you if you can let go of it
enough to be able to move on emotionally. This is
not something you do for the person who victimised
you, but for yourself.
Forgiveness is not about letting people run over you
or being a victim and being okay with it, it’s about
maintaining healthy long-lasting relationships with
people who care about you, despite faults and
mistakes on both sides. It’s a skill that will bring you
inner peace, contentment, and real friendships.
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rich Segal’s novel, Love
Story, was popularised by
its 1970 film adaptation
starring Ali MacGraw and
Ryan O'Neal. A catchphrase based on
a line from both the novel and the
movie was “Love means never having
to say you’re sorry.” This saying
became extremely popular.

E

If you live by this catchphrase, good
luck with that philosophy. The reality
is, a sincere apology reveals both
respect and empathy for the person
you have wronged. Saying sorry
reveals that you want to re-establish
trust and connection with the person
you have wronged and more
importantly, a sincere apology opens
the door to forgiveness. It is, after all,
much easier to forgive a person who
is sorry. It is much harder to forgive
an unapologetic person.
Notice, however, the importance of a
sincere sorry.
So, how can you tell if someone is
really sorry?
There are three signs to a sincere
sorry.
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Regret
The person who has wronged you needs to
communicate that they feel regret for their behaviour.
Regret means that they feel guilty. It means that they
are aware that their actions and the consequences of
their actions hurt you and thus damaged the
relationship.
Regret is closely connected with empathy because it
shows that the other person has identified with your
feelings and feels bad for hurting you.

Self-responsibility
Taking self-responsibility means that the other person
is not blaming you for some of the consequences, nor
are they excusing their behaviour, or somehow
diluting their behaviour. Taking self-responsibility
means specifying what you know you did wrong.

Changed Behaviour
A sincere apology is followed by changed behaviour
on the other person’s part and it is motivated by them
wanting to repair their relationship with you. It also
shows that they want to employ their newfound
knowledge of what does and does not work for you.
This changed behaviour may be a work in progress,
but it should be clear that the other person is working
on this new skill.
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DO NOT use the word ‘IF’
‘IF you hadn’t been late, I wouldn’t have lost my temper.‘
‘I’m sorry IF I hurt your feelings by being late.’
There are NO IFs in a sincere sorry.

DO say sorry ASAP.
If you wait too long to say sorry there will be consequences. Yes, it can be too late. Too
late, like that bus you once missed. The fact is, all of us can work out hurt feelings on
our own. The problem in waiting too long to say sorry is that the other person ends up
having to do just that – work through their feelings on their own. This may mean that
their level of trust in you has been damaged, or it could result in them deciding to end
their relationship with you.
A rule of thumb – if you hurt a person privately, make the apology private. If you hurt a
person in front of a group of people, make the sorry in front of that same group of
people.

DO NOT add further injury by rubbing salt into the wound by using ‘BUT’.
‘I’m sorry for hurting your feelings BUT you really angered me.’
‘I’m sorry for making you feel bad about yourself BUT someone had to tell you that you
are lazy.’
A sorry with a reinforced insult is NOT an apology. This is passive aggressive behaviour
and veiled, unresolved anger.

A REINFORCED INSULT rebuttal.
‘I think you need to rethink what you just said to me because I really would like to be
able to accept your apology, but what you just said is not sincere and, in fact, it is an
insult. If f you’d like to apologise at some point in the future, I will listen.’
There are times, however, when you shouldn’t say sorry. When are those times? Our
August issue will discuss “When Not to Say Sorry”
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The Aaron Foundation
The Aaron foundation assists homeless
or at risk youth and supports them to
gain employment and re-entering
society.
It also is leading a literacy program in
Ethiopia to combat poverty.
To get involved visit
www.theaaronfoundation.org
www.beyondblue.org.au

Hashtag Oz recognises he
outstanding support of Beyond
Blue, The Butterfly Foundation
and The Aaron Foundation in
supporting and promoting
mental health in Australia.
If your organisation supports and
promotes mental health, contact
us now at:
admin@hashtagoz.com.au
to find out how your
organisation’s contact details can
be published with each issue of
Hashtag Oz.

thebutterflyfoundation.org.au
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